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Abstract. In this talk we discuss some of the computational aspects of some recent
computations of double Higgs production in gluon fusion. We consider the challenges
encountered in computing the high-energy limit of the NLO virtual corrections and the large
top quark mass limit of the NNLO virtual corrections.
1. Introduction
A direct measurement of the triple–Higgs boson coupling will be a key task in the coming
years, particularly once the High Luminosity LHC is running. To that end, there has been
much activity in the theory community to prepare predictions for relevant cross sections, the
most important of which is double Higgs boson production in gluon fusion. Leading order (LO)
results, exact in the top quark mass, have been known for many years [1, 2]. Since then, results
have been computed numerically at next-to-leading order (NLO) [3, 4, 5], and in various limits
at both NLO [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and NNLO [7, 12, 13, 14]. These limits can be used to form
various approximations of the cross section over the whole kinematic range, see for e.g. [15, 16].
In these proceedings we summarize a talk presented at the 19th International Workshop on
Advanced Computing and Analysis Techniques in Physics Research (ACAT 2019), based on
Refs. [10, 11, 17]. We consider an NLO computation of the high-energy limit of the virtual
contribution to double Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, that is for s, |t|  m2t > m2H .
This limit was previously unknown in the literature and provides information about the tails
of kinematic distributions. We also consider the large-mt limit at NNLO. The first three terms
of this expansion were already known; we discuss here the challenges involved in computing a
further two expansion terms.
We now briefly outline the notation used in this paper, but refer the reader to Refs. [10, 11]
for further details. The amplitude for the process g(q1)g(q2)→ H(q3)H(q4) is given by
Mab = ε1,µε2,νMµν,ab = ε1,µε2,νδab (M1Aµν1 +M2A
µν
2 ) , (1)
where a, b are adjoint colour indices. The Lorentz-scalar coefficients M1,M2 of the structures
Aµν1 , A
µν
2 may be projected from Mµν by using projectors P1,µν , P2,µν which we do not typeset
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here. We write them as follows,










We call the objects FX , X ∈ {tri,box1,box2}, “form factors”; it is the computation of these
form factors which we discuss in these proceedings. We define the coefficients of their expansion





X . As usual we define the Mandelstam
variables s = (q1 + q2)
2, t = (q1 + q3)
2 and u = (q2 + q3)
2, and mH denotes the mass of the Higgs
boson.
2. High-energy limit of the NLO virtual corrections
In this section we summarize the methodology of Refs. [10, 11]. We assume the hierarchy
s, |t|  mt > mH (where mt is the top quark mass) and perform a Taylor expansion for
mH → 0 and an asymptotic expansion for mt → 0 in order to describe the amplitude in this
kinematic region. The procedure is as follows,
(i) Use qgraf [18] to generate 8 one-loop and 118 two-loop Feynman diagrams. q2e/exp [19]
is used to map the diagrams onto integral topologies and produce, using FORM 4.2 [20], an
amplitude for non-zero values of mH and mt; it has the form of a linear combination of
Lorentz-scalar Feynman integrals, with coefficients which are functions of s, t,mt,mH .
(ii) Taylor expand the amplitude for mH → 0, to O(m2H). The Feynman integrals are expanded
by LiteRed [21, 22] to the same order.
(iii) The (now mH -independent) Feynman integrals can be reduced to master integrals using
FIRE 5.2 [23]. We obtain 10 master integrals at LO and 161 master integrals at NLO, 30
of which are non-planar.
(iv) Compute the master integrals as an asymptotic expansion for mt → 0. We compute a
system of differential equations for the master integrals w.r.t. m2t . By assuming an ansatz










j logk(m2t ), (3)
the system of differential equations reduces to a system of linear equations for the coefficients
Cijk(s, t). By providing the leading terms of this expansion as boundary conditions (see
Ref. [24] for details) the system of equations can be solved to an arbitrarily high expansion
depth in m2t .
After these steps, the expansions of the master integrals can be substituted into the amplitude
to produce results for the form factors. We compute the master integrals to a sufficient depth
in m2t to provide the amplitude to O(m32t ). We refer the reader to [10, 11] for analysis of the
results.
The most difficult step here, computationally, is step (iii). Despite having removed a scale
(m2H) from the problem (by Taylor expansion), the reduction of two-loop 2 → 2 integrals
depending on four variables (d = 4 − 2ε, s, t,m2t ) is not trivial. The leading term of the Taylor
expansion produces approximately 26,000 Feynman integrals to be reduced. Around 120,000
additional integrals are produced, when we consider theO(m2H) terms of the Taylor expansion, as
well as the differential equations of step (iv). The reduction of the most difficult topologies takes
about 2 weeks on powerful machines with hundreds of gigabytes of memory. Based on studies
at LO, we determined the O(m4H) corrections to not be worth the computational investment.
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Figure 1. Asymptotic expansion for mt → ∞ produces massless graphs multiplied by large
sums of massive tensor vacuum integrals, represented by the vertices.
Another aspect to consider here is how to efficiently apply the results of the IBP reduction
to the (rather large) amplitude and differential equations. We convert the FIRE tables into a
FORM TableBase so that we can apply the relations in FORM. Extensive use of FORM’s PolyRatFun
functionality is necessary to simplify the resulting expressions.
3. Large-mt limit of the NNLO virtual corrections
In this section we move on to the discussion of the low-energy limit at NNLO. We produce
an expansion for the limit mt → ∞, that is, in powers of (1/m2t ). The leading order of this
expansion ((1/m2t )
0) was computed in Ref. [12]. In Ref. [14] the first three orders ((1/m2t )
0,1,2)
were computed, but presented for the differential cross section rather than the individual form
factors.
Here we discuss a computation of the leading five expansion terms ((1/m2t )
0,...,4) of the form
factors. The procedure here is in principle rather straightforward. We first generate the 5,703
three-loop diagrams with qgraf. q2e/exp is then used match the diagrams to integral families
and perform an asymptotic expansion for mt  q1, q2, q3. As a result, the diagrams become
linear combinations of massless graphs (of at most two loops) multiplied by massive vacuum
tensor graphs (of at most three loops), as depicted in Fig. 1.
The massive three-loop tensor vacuum integrals can be treated by MATAD [25]. In practice,
however, these become a large performance bottleneck for deeper expansion depths. For
diagrams involving three-loop tensor vacuum integrals, we proceed here with an alternative
method to avoid having to compute tensor integrals. The expansion produces terms which are
combinations of the following ratios, {q3 ·q3, q1 ·q2, q1 ·q3, q2 ·q3}/m2t . We can thus avoid the






Ci,j,k,l (q3 ·q3)k (q1 ·q2)l (q1 ·q3)m (q2 ·q3)n (4)
using projectors Pk,l,m,n such that Pk,l,m,nB = Ck,l,m,n. Lmax depends on the expansion depth in







C0,0,0,2 = P0,0,0,2 B =
[
1
2d2 + 2d− 4
2,32,3 −
1




It is understood that after taking the derivatives, all remaining momenta in the diagram should
be set to zero. Applying these projectors to the diagrams yields only scalar massive vacuum
integrals, which can be treated much more easily by MATAD. This is a generalization of the method
presented in Ref. [26].
We organise the computation as follows,
(i) Sum all diagrams with the same colour factor. The 5,703 three-loop diagrams become 9
“super-diagrams”. Although each super-diagram is large, many terms common to multiple
diagrams merge which reduces unnecessary duplication of effort in the following steps.
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(ii) For each super-diagram, multiply by one of the five Lorentz structures of the form factor
projectors described above Eq. (2). We thus obtain 45 “projected super-diagrams”.
(iii) Expand each of these 45 objects to in (1/m2t )
4, and store these intermediate results to disk
in a compressed form (we use gzip for this).
Step (iii) comprises of 45 difficult tasks, computationally. We perform them on relatively
large machines (with at least 12 cores, 96GB memory). The five most difficult of these tasks
each required a wall time of around 10 days. That the intermediate results are compressed is
important; they occupy 324GB and can not fit on the available network storage uncompressed.
We can then proceed with the final step,
(iv) As separate tasks, we apply each of the derivatives of the projectors defined below Eq. (4).
From the stored intermediate results, the tasks load only the part which will yield a non-zero
result after taking the derivatives; the intermediate results are stored in a manner which
facilitates this. The resulting scalar vacuum integrals are computed by MATAD.
The projectors required by the first five expansion orders in (1/m2t ) contain {15, 38, 88, 174, 324}
derivatives which must be computed. Since after step (ii) we have 45 objects to compute, step
(iv) comprises of {675, 1,710, 3,960, 7,830, 14,580} tasks. Fortunately each task is relatively
simple and is run with just 4 cores and around 8GB of memory. Nonetheless, the combined wall
time used by all tasks is about 1,600 days which corresponds to tasks running concurrently on
our cluster for around 1 month.
3.1. Additional Optimizations
Despite having restructured the calculation as described above, some additional optimizations
were necessary in order to compute the fourth and fifth terms of the expansion on the available
resources. The first is the use of graph symmetries to reduce the number of terms in the
intermediate expressions. Vacuum integrals are highly symmetric objects; one can often re-
label the momenta of different graphs to merge them. By merging graphs into something like a
“minimal set” the size of the expressions can be substantially reduced. Some examples of this
re-labelling are shown in Tab. 1.
In step (iii) we perform the large-mt expansion. At this point in the calculation, the FORM
representation of the terms is something like
+ Den(l1,mt) * Den(l1+q1,mt) * ... * Den(l2-q3,mt) * ( many terms )
where the Den functions denote the propagators which have to be large-mt expanded; they have
the form 1/(m2t − (l1 + q1)2), etc. The bracketed “many terms” are coefficients which do not
depend on mt. There can be many thousands of these coefficients, so it is important to keep
them bracketed away during the multi-FORM-module expansion routine. This keeps the number
of terms in the expressions as small as possible, and avoids expanding the same product of Den





which keeps the bracket contents inside the CFunction f. While this does reduce the number
of terms, it does not (greatly) reduce the overall size of the expressions. Since the expressions
are large enough to require disk-based sorting, there is still a large performance bottleneck due
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Table 1. The graphs in the “Graph 1” and “Graph 2” columns can be derived from the “Top-
level Topology” by removing different lines. This yields equivalent graphs, but with the line
momenta labelled differently. By changing the labelling, the equivalence is made manifest; we
show example relabelling for the first and second row. The arrows on the lines denote the
direction of momentum flow.
to repeated reading and writing of the expressions to and from the disk. We resolve this by
additionally using the FORM statement ArgToExtraSymbol f;, which replaces the arguments of
the fs with single symbols, the definitions of which are stored by FORM. More memory is required
to store the symbol definitions, however the reduction in size of the expressions provides a large
speed-up of the disk-based sorting in the expansion routine. After the expansion is finished,
the original coefficients can be recovered from the symbols with the statement FromPolynomial.
We additionally make use of this technique in certain expensive modules of MATAD’s routines for
computing two-loop tensor vacuum integrals.
The results of these expansions are shown in Fig. 2. Below the threshold at
√
s = 2mt, a
reasonable convergence of the expansion can be observed. The reader is referred to Ref. [17] for
an in-depth discussion.

































Figure 2. The real part of the three-loop form factors, plotted for µ2 = −s and a fixed ratio
p2T /s = 0.1, where p
2
T = (tu − m4H)/s is the transverse momentum of the Higgs bosons. The
short- through long-dashed lines show the (1/m2t )
0 to (1/m2t )
4 expansions.
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In these proceedings we have outlined the computational challenges encountered in an NLO
computation of the high-energy limit of double Higgs boson production in gluon fusion, and a
large-mt expansion of the same amplitude at NNLO. We point out which steps, in particular,
are challenging and how we overcome the bottlenecks to compute results which would otherwise
be prohibitively expensive.
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